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Preliminary note: I am very sorry to write this in English, but I still have a long way to go to write
correctly in Turkic, I hope to be able to do it one day (it is one of my goals), maybe in a year or two I
can achieve it, it all depends on if I achieve to be able to live even a few months in some turkish
country. So, in the meantime, it will be convenient for me to write in English in this wonderful
group, since I suppose that if I write in Spanish very few of you could understand my words.

My dear Turkic brothers.  

It is a great honor for me that you have invited me to this very important group on the true
ancient history of the Turkic and Turanian peoples.  

As a  token of  my sincere  thanks,  I  will  make you a
small gift. These are some texts written in Iberian runes
where I have been able to identify a list of batir heroes
from the  "wing/arm/troop/section/first  branch"?  (in
ibero  written  as  gol  biŕ[...)  and  a  Kaŋagate
(¿'chieftaincy,  principality,  kingdom or empire'?),  and
other texts  from persons,  lords  or deities  mentioned,
who  are  identified  with  the  Turanian  lands or
Turanian steppes,  others  that  are  identified with  the
terms  turkos  (Pan10.30a,  P3,187Empuries-a),  turkes
(g.1.4  and  Pan10.30a,  P3,187Empuries-a),  turki  and
turgi  in  two  cities:  Arke-Turki "The  free  /  sovereign  /
independent  /  powerful  city  of  the  Turki" and  Ili-Turgi

"The capital city of the country of the Turgi", a city that already included in its coins as a symbol of
identity the crescent and the star as can be seen in the image above, on the obverse, below the text
OIL [Abbreviation of O IL(ITURGI)] and in front of the face of the king of the city, and on the
reverse,  under an Iberian rider ILITVRGI.  In texts written in Latin they always appear as
TURGI or TURCI (which was pronounced turki in Latin).

Thus I have also achieved the identification (in perfect Altaic-Proto-Turkic grammar) of the
people of the ancient Turdu or Turtu, the same ones that the Greeks called turde-tanoi (in
plural), the Romans turde-tani (in plural), a gentilic name that it refers to the term Turdu
(since -tanoi and -tani are suffixes that indicate the people). Also it is spoken in the classic



sources of the Iberians that belong to the town or clan of the Turduli., here not in the Greek
or Latin way (with suffixes -tanoi or -tani) but in the Iberian way, which we see is exactly a
Turkic way [suffix +(V)l(V)] of indicating an ethnic term or population name. The Iberian
inscription  to  which  I  refer  was  written  in  a  huge  vessel  (latin  'dolium')  as  a  label
indicating the receivers of the product (the people for whom the product is intended) that
this  great  vessel  had  inside,  and  the  label  reads,  in  a  perfect  archaic  Turkic:
TURTULARKA,  that  is,  "To/for  turtular",  what  we can understand as  "To or for  the
people of the Turtu or Turdu", that is, for the same turde(tanian) or turduli.

The heroes or noble warriors listed with the noble title of 'batir' 
are the following: 

Bilostaneś, Ibeidike, Auŕbiḿ́, Sortike, Bilosbiḿ́, Lakuaŕgis, Abaŕkis, Adintaneś, Agirtibaś
and Belaś.

The text (dated circa 300 BC) and that nobody had translated in no way to date, it can be
translated through Altaic-Turkic roots and grammars  as: 

“… The Batir Bilostaneś, the Batir Ibeidik […], the Batir Auŕbiḿ́, the Batir Sortik […],
the Batir Bilosbiḿ́, the Batir Lakuaŕgis […], the Batir Abaŕkis, the Batirs Adintaneś (and)
[…],  the  Batir  Agirtibaś,  and  Belaś,  also  Batir,  in/froḿ  the  Kaŋagate  (kingdoḿ?)  of
(Ibe)irika: wing (arḿ, troop, section, branch) the first… […] was the Batir Ibeidik (the
one)…”  (Unfortunately the text  is incomplete).  You can see my publication of this  text
written  in  lead  on  the  following  page: https://atlantisng.com/blog/lista-de-nobles-
guerreros-batir-del-kanagate-de-ibeirika/ 

https://atlantisng.com/blog/lista-de-nobles-guerreros-batir-del-kanagate-de-ibeirika/
https://atlantisng.com/blog/lista-de-nobles-guerreros-batir-del-kanagate-de-ibeirika/


As  for  the  individuals  mentioned  as  turanian,  these  are  the  evidences:  "To  turanian
Bakara" (written in ibero as bakaŕa tuŕane in the epigraphic lead "f.9.7 a") "To turanian of
nalir,  Antin  (or) Andin"  (written in Ibero as  Antin naliŕ tuŕane  in the epigraphic lead
"f.9.5") and "To turanian god or rich- lord of nalir, Ban"  (written in ibero  ban naliŕ bai
tuŕane in the same epigraphic lead "f.9.5").

I have not yet been able to identify the term naliŕ. Perhaps it can be related to Proto-Altaic:
*nālV  'earth, land'> Proto-Turkic:  *jalaŋ  'field, steppe', so that in Iberian the form  naliŕ
(which could be in the plural) ¿'earth, land, steppe'?, linked to ibero: bai (cf. Proto-Turkic:
*baj (~ -ń) 1 'holy' 2 'God' 3 'true, reliable, honest ' and Proto-Turkic: * bāj 1 'rich', 'noble'),
could be referring to people or divinities  who identify themselves as originating from
some "turanian lands" or  "turanian steppes". If this hypothesis were correct, we would
then have the following: "To turanian froḿ the steppes, Antin or Andin" and "To turanian
god or rich-lord froḿ the steppes, Ban", or what is the same: "To Ban, the turanian god or
rich-lord froḿ the steppes".

As  for  the  individuals  mentioned  as  turanian,  these  are  the  evidences:  "To  turanian
Bakara" (written in ibero as bakaŕa tuŕane in the epigraphic lead "f.9.7 a") "To turanian of
nalir,  Antin  (or) Andin"  (written in Ibero as  Antin naliŕ tuŕane  in the epigraphic lead
"f.9.5") and "To turanian god or rich- lord of nalir, Ban"  (written in ibero  ban naliŕ bai
tuŕane in the same epigraphic lead "f.9.5"). 

I have not yet been able to identify the term naliŕ. Perhaps it can be related to Proto-Altaic:
*nālV 'earth, land' > Proto-Turkic: *jalaŋ 'field, steppe', so that in Iberian, the form naliŕ
(which could be in the plural) ¿'earth, land, steppe'?, linked to ibero: bai (cf. Proto-Turkic:
* baj (~ -ń) 1 ' holy' 2 'God' 3 'true, reliable, honest' and Proto-Turkic: * bāj 1 'rich', 'noble'),



could be referring to people or divinities  who identify themselves as originating from
some "turanian lands" or  "turanian steppes". If this hypothesis were correct, we would
then  have  the  following:  "To  turanian  froḿ  the  steppes,  Antin  (or)  Andin"  and  "To
turanian god or rich-lord froḿ the steppes, Ban", or what is the same: "To Ban, the turanian
god or rich-lord froḿ the steppes". 

As for Ban, it is repeated a lot in the Iberian texts, in most cases apparently it was used as
an adjective of greatness, that is, with meanings of greatness, such as: 'big', 'large', 'that has
the maximum value', 'what is superior', etc. (Cf. Proto-Turkic: *bạn  ɨ - ~ *bon  ɨ - 'big', 'large' >
Chuvash: m nъʷnъʷʷnъʷ ъʷnъʷʷnъʷ). So it is possible that there was a divinity by the name of Ban among
the Iberians, which appears in some votive texts named  Banbaibar  (that is,  Ban-baj-bar)
and  Banbai,  Banban,  Banbas,  Bankuŕs also. This hypothesis is further reinforced if we
return to the Proto-Turkic: *baj (~ - ń ) 'holy' 2 'God' 3 'true, reliable, honest', which allows
the origin of a form like * bajń, and, therefore, it could well have evolved into the Iberian
language in a slightly shortened form like *ban. 

We must not forget that if my theory is correct, the Iberians, on their way through Europe,
before coming to Iberia, were able to create (or adopt) terms for new divinities, and right
here in Iberia, with the passage of so long time, already isolated from their remote Altaic-
Turkic and Turan relatives,  they were even able to create their own divinities.  In other
words, it is not obligatory that the Iberian divinities are exactly the same as those known in
the Altaic-Turkic world of the Central Asian and Siberian regions. 

Today all archaeologists accept that the Iberians would have been in Iberia (as the most
recent date) from 1300 or 1200 BC., because it is thought that they could have arrived with
the "Urnfield culture", but it is not ruled out that they had already been in the Iberian
peninsula  since long time before.  In any case,  they,  as  a culture,  apparently disappear
towards the beginning of the Christian era, therefore they spent a long time in Iberia, more
than enough time to create many innovations in all aspects of the culture, including the
magical-religious world.

What  is  really  interesting is  that  they came with an agglutinative
language which for what I have been demonstrating for about fifteen
years, has a certain relationship with Euskera (language of the Iski or
Eski), the Basque language, but it  also has a relationship with the
Altaic languages, and especially with the Turkic languages. Hence, it
seems  to  me  very  likely  that  both  Basque  (Pre-Proto-Basque)  and
Iberian  (Pre-Proto-Iberian)  arose  somewhere  in  Central  Asia  or
Western Asia, where a language that we could consider as Pre-Proto-
Turkic was spoken. Although, the Iberian language is more archaic,



or in other words, Euskera (Iski, Eski) or Basque seems to have a much more recent origin
than the Iberian language.
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